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A MESSAGE FROM THE COMMUNITY 
 

Fr Abbot is recuperating from recent illness as we go to Press for 

this issue of Pluscarden Benedictines. Unfortunately his 

indisposition meant he had to miss the funeral of our dear Brother 

Adrian, who died on 31 October. In place of the usual Abbot’s 

letter, then, we print the brief obituary which was widely 

distributed by the community as a notice of death. This is followed 

by a homily preached here, on the day after Dom Adrian's death, 

the feast of All Saints; then the homily given by Bishop Hugh at 

Dom Adrian's funeral, on 9th of November; then also a personal 

reminiscence of Dom Adrian's monastic career (The Editor).  

 

 

Please pray for the repose of 

the soul of Br Adrian 

(Michael) Walker, monk of 

our community, who died in 

Dr Gray’s Hospital, Elgin on 

Tuesday 31
st
 October, 2017, 

fortified with the Sacraments. 

He was in the 92nd year of his 

age and the 64th year of his 

monastic profession. He 

worked in the garden here at 

Pluscarden for nearly 50 years, 

driving the tractor and 

performing prodigious feats of 

hard labour, before his 

increasing bodily infirmity kept him indoors. He was also an 

accomplished organist, with a natural talent for accompanying 

Gregorian chant in a sensitive and unobtrusive manner. 

Br Adrian was the last of the monks of Prinknash who came to 

Pluscarden before the Priory obtained its independence in 1966. 

He entered Prinknash Abbey in 1951, after having briefly tried his 

religious vocation in two other Benedictine communities. He used 
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to joke that he was told: “Try Prinknash. They will take anybody!” 

He remained forever grateful that they did. 

Michael Walker was born on 27
th

 February 1926 to Lois 

Fisher, an attractive and vivacious aspiring actress. Lois originally 

brought up Michael as a Christian Scientist; but when she 

discovered the Catholic faith in her 40s she encouraged Michael to 

do the same. After instruction, he was received into the Church 

while serving in the Royal Engineers in World War II. After the 

war, he took part in the Ground Nuts scheme in East Africa, where 

he encountered the missionary Benedictines of St Ottilien. He 

asked to join them and was sent to their novitiate house in the USA 

but was soon redirected to a different monastic path, which led to 

Prinknash and ultimately to Pluscarden.  

Always rather singular in his habits, tenacious of his opinions 

and apparently oblivious of his effect on those around him, he 

could be exasperating to an incendiary degree; but it was 

impossible to harbour ill feelings towards him, as his childlike 

manner was entirely without malice. His voice was remarkable, 

quite unforgettable to those who sang beside him; and it was 

because of this that he was warmly encouraged to develop his 

skills on the organ, which were a real boon to the community. 

He was very much an outdoor man and had a great love of 

animals, especially dogs and horses, and he became an 

accomplished rider as a teenager. The seaside was also one of his 

abiding loves, especially swimming and sailing; and it is testimony 

to the reality of his vocation that he was prepared largely to 

renounce all these for the daily round of the monastic life. 

His final days in hospital were not without suffering; but it 

was clear to all who saw him that the sacraments gave him much 

comfort and ultimately led him safely home to the Lord. 

 

Fr Abbot and Community 
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HOMILY FOR ALL SAINTS, 1 NOVEMBER 2017 
 

Yesterday afternoon, just before First Vespers of All Saints, our 

dear Br Adrian died. I have no intention of anticipating the 

judgement of the Church and canonising Dom Adrian here and 

now. Nevertheless, surely there is consolation to be had in the 

fittingness of his timing. We had a text of St. Paul at Lauds this 

morning which is appropriate both to the feast, and to Dom 

Adrian’s passing. May you know, says St. Paul, what is the hope 

that God’s call holds out to you; how rich is the glory of the 

heritage he offers among his holy people (Eph 1:18, NJB). 

We all have a call, a vocation to heaven; we are all called to 

live in hope; and our hope is not for something small, but for 

something very great indeed; for glory beyond imagination, which 

will be in God, and in the glorious and blissful company of all the 

Saints. 

Dom Adrian, thank God, did not die unprepared, or alone, or 

uncared for. On the contrary. He received all the Sacraments of the 

Church: three together last Saturday; then on Sunday holy 

Communion, which we didn’t then know was his viaticum; then 

his final anointing, or extreme unction, on Monday night. Whether 

or not he was aware of it, as he lay in his High Dependency Ward, 

for the most part unconscious, he was surrounded by prayer, from 

both far away and near at hand. In fact, the prayers for the dying 

came to be recited several times over, as brethren came to sit by 

his bedside in relays. Most fittingly, these prayers invoke the 

presence, and example, and encouragement, and help, and prayer, 

of All the Saints. 

The Litany first of all. After addressing God the Holy Trinity, 

and asking for his mercy, the Litany turns in the first place to our 

Lady, asking for her prayer. Then St. Michael and all the Angels; 

then Abel the just, and all the Saints of the Old Testament: 

Abraham and the Patriarchs and Moses and the Prophets, 

culminating in St. John the Baptist, and in St. Joseph, spouse of the 

Blessed Virgin and special patron of the dying. Then on to SS. 

Peter and Paul and the other Apostles and Evangelists and 
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Disciples of the Lord; then St Stephen the first martyr, and all the 

martyrs who followed through the centuries, not forgetting of 

course St Adrian of May. Then the great Fathers and Doctors of 

the Church, named one by one; and our own holy Father St 

Benedict, and all the holy Benedictine monks and nuns who 

followed him. Then other great Saints of history like St Francis of 

Assisi, who as a matter of fact is popularly associated with love for 

animals; then the special Saints of the sick, like Camillus and John 

of God; then all holy monks and holy hermits of the whole Church, 

East and West. Then the many holy women among all the Saints: 

martyrs, virgins, widows; mothers of children; queens like St 

Margaret of Scotland, and the holy women who were mystics and 

teachers of prayer. Then, since there was plenty of time to mention 

them, the patrons of all Dom Adrian’s brethren who went to God 

before him, and of Helen Grant, and the special patrons of farmers 

and gardeners, and of Church music, and Church organists; and the 

patrons and Saints of the communities of Prinknash, Farnborough 

and Pluscarden. 

After the litany, other prayers from the ritual roll out, ad 

libitum, on and on, one after another. And as the names of the 

Saints were mentioned again, I at least was struck by how thrilling 

it is boldly to invoke such very great, eminent, holy, famous, 

blissful, perfected people. But that is what the communion of the 

Church is about. Yes, we dare to presume that even – or especially 

– the very greatest Saints will indeed be interested in this little 

scene; that when we invoke them they will respond; that they will 

look down in compassion and love on this hospital bed, and will 

indeed hear the prayers we make for this man as he lies, struggling 

and suffering, between life and death. 

One of the prayers in the ritual goes like this. 

“May holy Michael the Archangel of God receive him; 

Michael who merited to be Prince of the heavenly host. May all 

the holy Angels of God come to meet him, and bring him to the 

heavenly City of Jerusalem. May Blessed Peter the Apostle receive 

him, to whom the keys of the heavenly Kingdom were given by 

God. May St Paul the Apostle help him, who was worthy to be 
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called a vessel of election. May St John, the chosen Apostle of 

God, intercede for him; John, to whom were revealed the secrets of 

heaven. May all the holy Apostles pray for him, to whom were 

given by the Lord the power of binding and loosing. May all the 

Saints and elect of God intercede for him, who for the name of 

Christ underwent great sufferings in this life; so that, freed at last 

from the bonds of the flesh, Dom Adrian may deserve to reach the 

glory of the heavenly Kingdom, as opened up for us by our Lord 

Jesus Christ, who with the Father and the Holy Spirit lives and 

reigns for ever and ever. Amen.” 

Allow me to mention one more prayer which was said by 

Dom Adrian’s bedside yesterday morning, I don’t know how many 

times: 

“To you I fly, Saint Joseph, patron of the dying, at whose 

blessed transitus Jesus and Mary kept loving vigil. To you I 

commend the soul of Dom Adrian, now so distressingly labouring 

in his final agony. By your protection may he be kept wholly free 

from the snares of the devil, and from perpetual death, so that he 

may come at last with you to eternal joy. Through Christ our Lord. 

Amen.” 

A couple of weeks ago I was visiting Dom Adrian in hospital, 

and the conversation drifted around to the subject of death. He 

expressed some anxiety about meeting St Benedict. “I don’t think 

I’ve been a very good monk”, he said. Well: who among us could 

say differently? Nevertheless, Dom Adrian was a Benedictine 

monk, and a son of St Benedict, to the end. He took his solemn 

vows, and he remained in them until his death. And St Benedict, 

we know, had very special concern for the weaker brethren. He 

was not over anxious when confronted in the monastery by human 

frailty, or by rather odd characters, or even by the occasional slight 

eccentricity. What matters, for St Benedict, is that “by persevering 

in the monastery until death, we may share by patience in the 

sufferings of Christ, so that we may deserve at last to be sharers in 

his Kingdom. Amen.” 
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HOMILY FOR DOM ADRIAN WALKER’S FUNERAL 

Pluscarden Abbey, 9 November 2017 

Lamentations 3:17-26 – Romans 6:3-9 – John 6:51-58 

 

In today’s Gospel (from St John), and others we have been hearing 

recently at weekday Mass (from St Luke), our Lord has been 

saying the one, same thing: “you are invited to a banquet.”  

“Blessed is anyone who will eat bread in the kingdom of God”, 

someone said at table with Jesus. And he says, “When you give a 

banquet, invite the poor, the crippled, the lame and the blind.” This 

banquet isn’t first one we give. It’s one Christ gives. It’s the 

banquet of the Kingdom of God.  And we are “the poor, the 

crippled, the lame and the blind”. There’s our passport, our letters 

of credence, our badge of entry. And this is who we are: souls 

invited to a banquet. And this was Dom Adrian, Michael (also 

known as Norman) Walker, the memorable man we are burying 

today, who passed to the Lord aged 91 on the Eve of All Saints – 

invited to the banquet. 

It remains a mystery how much Dom Adrian ever “clocked” 

this. It was always rather uncertain whether he had a spiritual life 

at all. But, in retrospect, so what? By the grace of God, Dom 

Adrian found himself in the right queue on the right street, heading 

for the right house and, by the grace of God, just kept shuffling 

along on his way to the banquet. Symbolically, this is how many 

faithful and visitors will remember him: zimmering in to Mass 

with his infirmarian escort. His wedding garment had holes and 

stains, and sometimes smelt, but it just about held. He was an 

unforgettable man, visibly and audibly. The wonder, though, the 

gratitude that trumps any sadness, is that the Lord became and has 

become visible in him. Dom Adrian, in the memory of many 

brethren, is inseparable from Br Mungo, his boss and sparring 

partner in the garden. He had a gift of associating many things 

with himself: the horses at Farnborough or Rafford, the pigs we 

once had, a neurotic, distinctly unappealing dog, a certain style of 

toast, the rotavator, the cello, the violin, the organ, the army 

greatcoat. He was his own constellation, so to say. But the joy is 
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that Someone else, out of inscrutable mercy, had linked himself to 

him. “Am I not free to do what I wish with my own?” He had 

unpleasant experiences at school, but the young Sapper of World 

War II somehow found himself becoming a Catholic. And when he 

found himself thereafter in East Africa trying to grow Ground 

Nuts, he came upon Benedictine monks. It was, he said 

revealingly, their “generosity” that inspired him. And so from East 

Africa he went to a novitiate on the East Coast of the States, and 

then, following advice and circumstance, to what was at the time 

one community in three places: Prinknash, Farnborough and 

Pluscarden, and ultimately in Pluscarden his stability was fixed.  

He joined this queue, as it were, of brethren on their way to 

the banquet. And he was always there, generously shuffling (and 

blinking) along. To paraphrase the Rule: in the garden (for some 

50 years), on the tractor, in the choir (for over 60), at the organ, 

reading in the refectory, washing up, serving, occasionally boiling 

rather watery eggs, swimming in the burn. Always there. He could 

land himself in constant trouble but always emerged. He could 

exasperate but inspire affection at the same time. He was quite 

incorrigible, but perfectly gentle. He could never be given any 

responsibility, but was always dependable. He could write 

sensitively and well. He could make unexpected contributions to 

Chapter Meetings. He would say, humbly, “I’ve had a very easy 

life”, while his brethren knew another side (not least in the 

garden!). Liturgy and work filled his days. He suffered, I suppose, 

from a species of autism. It exposed him and protected him at the 

same time. But beyond that, this large man had a great child within 

– and Christ. “It is good to wait in silence for the Lord to save.” I 

think his brethren feel the Lord has done that. And “when a man 

dies, of course, he has finished with sin.” 

To lose him is a loss: this man as old as Her Majesty the 

Queen and Pope Emeritus Benedict, participant and witness of so 

much shared history. This monk, the last of those from the years 

before Pluscarden became independent in 1966. He carried other 

times and places with him: the War, East Africa, the last colonial 

years, Sussex by the Sea. In a community, like a family, one 
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person’s memories become everyone’s. And losing him, we lose 

part of ourselves. But again, regret is overcome by something 

brighter. What a seaworthy vessel the monastic life, his 

Benedictine community, proved to be! Dom Adrian clambered 

aboard it in 1951. He remained aboard. He wasn’t unaware of the 

mercy; he had a sense of being sheltered. And this vessel, sailing 

through time to the steady rhythm of the Rule, did keep him safe 

and landed him, finally, gently, in 2017, 66 years later, on the 

shore of eternity. “Anyone who does eat my flesh and drink my 

blood has eternal life, and I shall raise him up on the last day.”  

Invited to the banquet. Invited by his baptism and confirmation, 

invited by the monastic life, invited by the Bread of life. The glory 

is all God’s. Grace before and grace after. Everything grace. Sin a 

bagatelle. Good for Jesus, dare we say: he has done it again. Good 

for the saints: “I have great trust in the merits of all the saints”, he 

said, and died on the eve of their feast. And good for the brethren, 

experienced in bearing each other’s burdens, and carrying him 

physically, sacramentally, fraternally through to the end. That’s the 

good tale of Dom Adrian.  

“Oh, poor ‘cello,”, said a cellist cousin of mine when shown 

Br Adrian’s instrument. I wonder what she might have said had 

she heard him playing. He could make excruciating noises in choir 

and one’s heart sometimes went out to the organ from which he 

elicited such tortured sounds. Part of the experience of being a 

Pluscarden monk was hearing this struggling cacophony fill the 

empty spaces of the church on a winter evening, as supper awaited. 

But there was something else there. Perhaps those long solitary 

hours releasing discords into the air were his prayer. Perhaps they 

were his search for God. Beauty was drawing him, inviting him to 

her banquet. And at that banquet, we hope with a sure and certain 

hope, it will be as the poet Thomas Blackburn so beautifully put it 

in “Post Mortem”: 

 

“For there are those who in the parish of the living 

Having no good instrument on which to play, 

Still worked hard and with the almost nothing 
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Of their scant tongue and brain on the great symphony.” 

 

But then, there: 

 

“The man who barked like a dog shall talk of angels. 

The girl so far gone no skill could disinter 

Her buried soul, in superb parabolas 

Of dance and song celebrate the life in her. 

O, there shall be no more desolation or crying anywhere there. 

For the great pianist who strummed on one string 

With a broken finger, shall have an infinity of chords 

And the stopped poet, who could only say “Good morning”, 

Reap with his tongue a harvest of meaningful words. 

They shall be written in the middle of the page 

Who were in the margin here, 

For withdrawn from the body that held them in close siege 

There shall be no more desolation anywhere.” 

 

May he rest in peace! May he take his place at the table! 

 

Bishop Hugh OSB 

 

*********************************** 

 

“This humble, truthful, hard-working man. He’s a tree in the 

garden. He’s part of the music Pluscarden makes. He’s one of 

those as just goes on. He’s himself. Drawn by generosity in the 

beginning and generous ever since. He’s unique. He’s God’s. He’s 

Christ’s. He’s ours. He’s Adrian our brother, in life and death. Deo 

gratias. And what of the future? I hope he won’t vanish into 

Eternity too soon. But it does strike me how many of the things he 

loves: music, liturgy, water, gardens, trees and animals, are part of 

the imagery of heaven. ‘To commit one’s hope to God’, says St 

Benedict in any case.” 

Golden Jubilee Homily, 3
rd

 May, 2013 
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DOM ADRIAN WALKER 
 

 I first met Br Adrian in 1971.  Seen from the guest table at tea-

time, one saw his massive figure, clad in a Home Guard greatcoat, 

girt with binder-twine, standing with one foot on another, a large 

bowl of tea clasped in a massive paw. Abbot Alfred used 

sometimes to worry about the impression made on the guests by 

some of the Brethren who sat at the table opposite the guests. Br 

Adrian had some slightly archaic pronunciations, which brought 

down the vials of wrath when he used them in public reading in the 

Refectory – piano with the accent on the first syllable, for instance. 

Always tanned, his blue eyes often slightly anxiously popped, 

habit often rather worn, with a tendency to shuffle as he walked, 

he was the last surviving pre-Independence member of the 

community, and his passing marks the end of an era, spanning 

Newton in New Jersey and Prinknash, Farnborough and 

Pluscarden in Britain. 

 St Peter Favre, whom St Ignatius Loyola regarded as the best-

endowed of his disciples in the gift of discernment, used to suggest 

that Christians interact like the medals in a medal-maker’s leather 

bag, which he hangs from his saddle, and as the horse trots along, 

they bounce up and down together, and this mutual friction imparts 

their final polish. 

For most of their active monastic life together at Pluscarden, 

this was the story of the life of Brs Mungo and Adrian, as they 

worked together in the garden, Br Mungo in charge, while Br 

Adrian was the senior in community order and with more formal 

education. They came to know each other very well. Br Adrian’s 

patience was much tried, as he was rarely allowed to carry out or 

complete a task as he wished. Though often the recipient of harsh 

words, he never repaid in kind. Full weight should therefore be 

given to Br Mungo’s observation that never in his life had he heard 

Br Adrian make an uncharitable remark… Since we shall be 

judged on love, that is enough to suggest that Br Adrian is a safe 

bet for a pass with honours, even if on some other matters 

questions might be raised. 
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Br Adrian was a master of lateral thinking: his solution to any 

given difficulty was almost guaranteed to be altogether 

unconventional, but not without logic. One thinks of his beloved, 

worm-eaten ‘cello, generously doused with pig-louse powder, and 

many similar situations – he saw the direct way, and followed it. 

When his false teeth were not to his satisfaction, he removed them 

and sharpened them with a file. When things went wrong, and his 

attention was drawn to the disasters in his oblivious wake, his sole 

reaction was to blink rapidly, titter nervously and say, “Oh golly!” 

He was proud of his success in burning down a barn at 

Farnborough, resulting in a generous insurance pay-out, and a 

much more useful building, in the form of the surviving ground 

floor. His culinary skills were limited, and his transparent “boiled” 

eggs were notorious. 

He retained the lessons of the No. 2 Port Construction 

Company, Royal Engineers, burying “dead men” in the garden to 

anchor anti-pigeon nets, using the knots he’d learned, setting up a 

sheer-legs to lift great blocks of stone for wall-repair. He was 

willing to “have a go”, but did not enjoy entire success. Once a 

brother came to me with a long list of parts he wanted to buy for 

the Rotavator, to restore it to function after Br Adrian’s 

modifications; he concluded his list by saying, “…and I’d like to 

buy a hatchet.”  Intrigued, I asked why?  “To chop off Br Adrian’s 

hands so he can’t do it again” was the reply. 

He loved music, though he maintained that he’d only had one 

formal lesson in music in his entire life, an initiation into the fiddle 

at the age of six, from the vicar’s wife.  Any community visit to a 

church was sure to involve an exploration of the organ by Br 

Adrian. Our previous organ, when the time came for a proper 

organ-builder to have a look at it, revealed the fell hand of Br 

Adrian, internal workings in which fence-wire and binder-twine 

figured largely. He had “theories” about organs and how they 

should be played, and these were not always in line with 

convention and the peace of mind of musicians. Nor was he a 

singer. In the past, Choir was sometimes a war on several fronts.  

He had a clarinet, tin whistle, guitar, fiddle and ‘cello – after work 
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its strains could be heard from the tractor-shed. Playing the fiddle 

in your cell is apt to distract the neighbours, so he muted his 

instrument by attaching a pair of pliers to its bridge. He enjoyed 

Bach, and said it always brought a tear to his eye, “Anyone else 

would have put a B-natural, but Bach put a B-flat”. Curiously and 

enigmatically, he gave it all up. He was fond of his guitar, too, and 

combined this with another great love, water, as he sat in the Black 

Burn and played.   

He and his mother Lois were great swimmers in their day. 

Any trip to the coast or any decent piece of water was inevitably 

accompanied by him swimming, in any weather – I remember him 

once emerging from the water during a snowstorm, purple with 

cold, but nonetheless maintaining, “It’s lovely!”  He was 

something of a child of nature, and enjoyed the sun and fresh air. 

His time in East Africa during the Groundnuts Scheme was a 

paradise in retrospect. Water could be enjoyed from above, as well 

as from below or within, so in Germany, East Africa and 

elsewhere he had a succession of sailing-boats, which he managed 

with skill and enjoyment. His brethren were sometimes less 

appreciative of his hydrophily – at a time when the monastery had 

but one shower, he would stand under it until the hot water tank 

was empty, and he compounded his felony by reading while 

showering, to the detriment of his reading-matter. 

He read a great deal, he told me once of one of the Brethren, 

“I’ll always be grateful to him for teaching me to read Cicero for 

pleasure”; he also read and re-read a range of books which some of 

his brethren would never have been able to bring themselves to 

read even once. Latterly he watched and re-watched DVDs of 

Attenborough’s wild-life programmes. Whether this was because 

they featured animals, or the mirabilia Dei, or for some other 

reason, wasn’t altogether clear. He favoured those featuring orang-

utangs and mules, eliciting predictable fraternal comments 

He was fond of animals, and they trusted him. Horses that no-

one else could master, he could ride with ease, and Silver in 

Germany and the agricultural horses at Farnborough remained in 

his memory. At Pluscarden he used to go on a dies non and ride 
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the Torries’ horses, or any others available. Dogs fell within his 

ambit, and at Pluscarden he and Helen’s Ben were close to 

inseparable, with long daily walks. It is fair to concede that Abbot 

Alfred did not view all of this with an entirely approving eye, but 

like a wise father, he knew when not to see. Br Adrian used to tell 

the story of the cat which used to come and give birth to her 

kittens in the most secure place she knew – on his bed, with him in 

it. Our pigs got on well with him, the “P & J” once featured a 

picture of him carrying two tranquil and content adult pigs, one 

under each arm, an eloquent commentary on his great physical 

strength, applied in many situations around the monastery – 

though here, too, his vision of what was needful did not always 

coincide with that of others. He could run very fast, as a sprinter, a 

useful gift when dealing with our porcine escapologists.   

He retained all his faculties, and until his final illness could 

easily have passed for someone 20 or 30 years younger.  Perhaps 

as a compensation for the enforced labours of earlier years he 

avoided all physical exertion as he grew older. His infirmarians 

found this a trial, and Fr Maurus described it as being like pushing 

an elephant, requiring great effort but achieving small result, with 

the elephant happily settling back into immobility as soon as the 

pushing ceases. Probably the fact that he lived to be 91, in good 

health, is a testimony to their devoted, if at times frustrated care. 

He was well aware of his weaknesses and failings, which he 

readily acknowledged.  One has the feeling with most monks that 

the mould from which they are cast is unique, used once and 

discarded, and Br Adrian was a powerful proof of this theory. He 

could be utterly exasperating, but it was impossible to suspect him 

of malice, and he will surely have been welcomed by Br Mungo 

and the brethren who preceded him, all with their own quirks and 

foibles, giving us all hope that we, with our own curious 

contributions, will also be welcome one day into the heavenly 

mansions. All you have to do, is to persevere in the monastery 

until death, “Hope in the Lord, and He will do it.” 

DGC 
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NEWS FROM ST MARY’S MONASTERY 
      

On August 27
th

 John Zaleski gave a talk to the two communities, 

entitled “Islam for Catholics”. Also present were John’s parents, 

Phil and Carol Zaleski. John is currently working on his doctoral 

dissertation – a comparative study of eastern Christian and early 

Muslim asceticism, and therefore was well qualified to speak on 

the topic. He focused on three surahs (chapters) from the Quran, 

which he translated himself. He noted how Islam views Jesus and 

Mary, and spoke about the probable influence of the monastic 

liturgy of the hours on the Muslim daily prayers. John is fluent in 

Arabic and told us about his visit last summer to the famous 

Süleymaniye Library in Istanbul where he did research on some 

ancient manuscripts. He also noted the positive things which the 

Vatican II document, Nostra Aetate, says about Islam. 

The question and answer session afterwards was particularly 

interesting. We could have gone on much longer; however, we had 

to stop to eat since it was already 7:15 p.m. and time for supper.  

With the sisters we all enjoyed a light buffet supper. This was the 

first in a series of lectures which Carol and Phil are organizing for 

us. 

Both communities were due for our canonical visitations this 

year, which took place in September. We were pleased to have 

Abbot President Guillermo as our visitor. Fr Brendan of the 

Monastery of the Holy Cross in Chicago served as his co-visitor.  

Prior Peter of Holy Cross conducted the sisters’ visitation, with Sr 

Ancilla from the Abbey of St Walburga in Colorado being his co-

visitor. The brothers’ visitation began on September 19
th

 and 

closed on the 21
st
. On the evening of the 21

st
 we had a festive 

supper with the sisters of St Scholastica Priory and our guests. 

In a previous edition of Pluscarden Benedictines we reported 

that we would soon have our own cemetery. We are pleased to 

announce that this has become a reality. On September 25
th

 the 

bodies of Fr Cyril, Mother Mary Clare, Br Stanislaus and Mother 

Mary Herbert were exhumed from the town cemetery and laid to 

rest in our new cemetery. The remains of the sisters who were 
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buried in Tikfaw, Lousiana were transported up north and were 

also interred in our cemetery on the same day. They are: Srs 

Virginia Walsh and Marion Walsh (sisters of Mother Mary 

Herbert), Mary Frederic Turner, Mary Patrice Lynn, Gertrude 

Lamendola, and Mary Boniface Dewig. 

The next day after Mass we had a simple ceremony to mark 

the transfer of the bodies. This was not the actual blessing of the 

cemetery, however, which will take place sometime next year 

when the cross is ready for installation. The ceremony was 

conducted by Fr Abbot and consisted of two prayers, the singing 

of the Suscipe and the Salve Regina, and sprinkling the graves 

with holy water. After the ceremony we were invited to St 

Scholastica Priory for some light refreshments – tea, coffee, juice 

and banana bread. 

Between September 30
th

 and October 5
th

 Fr Gregory and 

Mother Mary Elizabeth were in England to attend the meeting of 

superiors from the English province of our congregation. In 

addition to attending the meeting they were able to do some 

sightseeing which included visits to Canterbury and Rochester 

Cathedrals. 

As of October 14
th

 the sisters have a new novice. After Lauds 

the postulant Vivian Webster received the while veil and habit, and 

is now known as Sr. Mary Gertrude. 

Finally, on October 26
th

 the brothers had a community outing.  

This time we went to Springfield, Massachusetts to visit a complex 

of museums, all near each other in the center of the city. There was 

something to interest everyone: two art museums, a science 

museum, a Springfield history museum, and a Dr Seuss museum, 

since the children’s author Dr Seuss (Theodor Seuss Geisel) 

(1904-1991) was born and bred in Springfield. The science 

museum included an exhibit on Africa, with several short films 

focusing on Ghana and Zimbabwe. Of particular interest to us, 

with our connection to Kristo Buase, was a short film dedicated to 

Archbishop Emeritus Peter Kwasi Sarpong of Kumasi. 

DIC 
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CHANT FORUM MEETING AT QUARR AND RYDE 
 

The Monastic Chant Forum met for the ninth session of its history 

in July 2017. As before: the meeting was organised from 

Pluscarden, though the venue was Quarr and Ryde Abbeys on the 

Isle of Wight. Two Pluscarden monks joined some thirty 

participants: monks, nuns and lay people; augmented on occasion 

by additional members of St Cecilia’s Abbey Ryde. 

The theme for this session was the relationship between text 

and music in Gregorian Chant. This was explored especially using 

the Mass and Office chants for Martyrs. The speakers were Dr 

Giedrius Gapsys (of the Paris Conservatoire), Abbot Xavier Perrin 

(Quarr Abbey) and Sr Bernadette Byrne (St Cecilia’s Abbey). As 

the days of the session were ferias according to the Calendar, there 

was a votive Mass of the Martyrs at Quarr on 18
th

 July and a Mass 

for Persecuted Christians at St Cecilia’s on 20
th

 July. 

Abbot Xavier began each day with some comments on the 

Mass repertoire of the Martyrs, and also conducted the evening 

chant practices for the next day’s Mass. All this he did with his 

usual marvellous theological and musical insight. Some useful 

tips: don’t get lost in long melismas in themselves, or forget the 

words in the midst of the ornaments, but see melismas within the 

word which is being sung. Hear, for example, the structural notes 

of the II Mode Alleluia Eripe as three “bells” whose chimes keep 

returning. A commentary which the present writer particularly 

enjoyed was on the Introit Me expectaverunt (now placed in the 

Common of Virgins, but originally for St Agnes). This II Mode 

piece begins within the structural re-fa of the mode while the 

speaker is under threat (“Sinners awaited me…”), but it moves into 

a ‘new world’ as the phrase “Your Law, O Lord” (testimonia tua, 

Domine) expands into the fourth of re-sol and the singer finds 

herself in the “broad place” of the Law of the Lord – latum 

mandatum tuum nimis – St Agnes, who with the wisdom of 

holiness knows that the world of the soul is what matters, and that 

the transitory world will come to an end – omnis consummationis 

vidi finem.  
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Under Giedrius’s tutelage we sang St Lawrence’s Mass chants 

and other pieces for martyrs, which were placed in the context of 

the historical development of this repertoire. His excellent analysis 

of the pieces is supported by his rich knowledge of the early 

notations and the manuscript transmission of the chant. Giedrius 

places great emphasis on the need that most of us moderns will 

have of entering a different world when we come to the chant. The 

union of text and music is so vital because this is a world of aural 

composition and tradition – the neumatic notation is an aid to 

memory, and (enchantingly) a space of dialogue with our 8
th

-10
th

 

century forebears, which gives some indications of how they 

imagined the chant; it is not something to be read off the page. 

Modality is a new world for our ears, and the melodic language is 

one which is best learned by total immersion (in the monastery we 

are privileged!). The aim is something approaching singing by 

heart, where the words and the music are organically united.  

We learned how the range of feasts and chants for the martyrs 

has developed and changed over the centuries, with St Lawrence 

himself as a microcosm of this. He has had no less then four 

Masses – for some centuries he had a Vigil Mass, a Dawn Mass 

(this was probably the earliest, being the Mass as first celebrated at 

his tomb), a Day Mass (composed for his feast when the basilica 

was enlarged in the late sixth century), and an Octave Mass. The 

Dawn Mass had dropped out by or in the ninth century; the 

Tridentine Missal suppressed the Octave; and the Vigil has been 

removed from the calendar of the Missal of Bl. Paul VI. Feasts 

have come and gone, or moved from general to local calendars; 

martyrs, of course, continue to be made and canonized. The chants 

sung for them have likewise taken various routes – if for St 

Lawrence we are still singing some chants which originated 

especially for him in the late sixth century, in other cases proper 

chants have found their way to commons or other parts of the 

Gradual (e.g. the chants originally proper to Ss Gervase and 

Protase, and Ss John and Paul). There are also roads not taken in 

the history of the chant. One incidental point which came up was 

that the neumatic notation belonging to Mozarabic chant in Spain 
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cannot now be read, because, when pitch notation was on the rise, 

Cluniac expansion brought northern European traditions into Spain 

and supplanted the existing repertoire. We also looked briefly at 

some ‘lost’ antiphons, not currently in use, and saw how a good 

attempt at reconstructing the tenth-century form can be made 

through comparing the surviving manuscripts of various periods. A 

final stop on the historical tour was early polyphony, including 

Perotin, which used some of the chant melodies we had been 

looking at – innovation while retaining the Church’s ancient 

music, Giedrius noted. It is inspiring to see so clearly how our 

repertoire is both deeply rooted and vitally alive.  

Sr Bernadette gave an excellent overview of the building 

blocks which produce the almost ready-made music of our texts: 

vowels and consonants (respectively like the coloured panes and 

leading in a stained glass window), and accentuation which yields 

the ‘dynamic curve’ of words, sub-phrases and phrases. She gave 

enlightening commentaries on antiphons taken from St Lawrence’s 

Office and the Common of Martyrs, showing very helpfully how 

we can enter into the rhetorical logic of the music. Take for 

example the antiphons Istorum est enim and Beatus Laurentius, 

which have similar but not identical VIII Mode intonations: the 

slightly faster-moving intonation of Beatus Laurentius serves 

already to prepare the ecstatic leap up to the words of St Lawrence 

which it will quote, starting on the upper re: “Gratias tibi ago…”! 

Or look at the cadence after “sepulta sunt” in the middle of the I 

Mode antiphon Corpora sanctorum: it comes down to the lower re 

which is the lower (and hence concluding) structural note of this 

mode, but can we sing it as if it were a conclusive ending? No: the 

descent from la has been too rapid to be the melody’s final 

descent, so we have to be ready for something to follow. A 

recurring theme from all three speakers, in fact, was 

encouragement to the choir to keep fluency and energy levels 

going as we sing. Episemas should not be allowed “mission creep” 

to weigh down a whole antiphon. We may do better while singing 

a piece to look out for the passages with freer movement and let 

them move, rather than to look for episemas and apply the brakes. 
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Three days surrounded by the knowledge, enthusiasm and 

voices of both speakers and participants were inspiring and 

stimulating. If the present writer may be allowed to append a 

personal view, enriching our knowledge of the chant’s history and 

transmission can have a particular value. On the one hand, it is 

good to have a more richly informed awareness of this tradition to 

which we stand heirs. Our connection to so many generations of 

Latin Christians becomes thereby more concrete and conscious. 

On the other hand, this does not mean that our chant is distanced 

from us as a purely historical artefact. Just the reverse: the more 

one learns the more one becomes free to sing in and for our 

particular time and place. We know that in any discipline, more 

knowledge and wider perspectives gives one a greater freedom in 

forming one’s own practice – one is neither merely following rules 

nor engaged in aimless improvisation (the adjective is important), 

but increasingly using a logic or a language which has become 

connatural. This holds in a special way, I think, for the Church’s 

chant. An historically informed formation in the chant does not 

mean historical replication in performance. One could of course 

attempt historical replications, for other purposes, but they would 

run up against the inevitable limits to knowledge and certainty. 

They would be one form of that real but imperfect contact with the 

past which constitutes both the reward and the aching insufficiency 

of the historian’s craft. Rather, we are, please God, enabled not to 

reconstruct, but to receive – to receive as fully as possible the 

treasure which is part of the Church’s life – and in turn to give. 

The Church gives us her voice as we give her ours. Our singing 

need not labour to bear the weight of the chant’s history, nor need 

we fret that it cannot, precisely because we are not constructing a 

representation of the past: we are being given an entry – a contact, 

through those contingent things which God in the economy of the 

Incarnation has chosen to use – into the ever-present life of the 

Word. 

 

Sr MT, St Cecilia’s Abbey, Ryde. 
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NOTES ON THE ANGEL ICONS AT PLUSCARDEN ABBEY 

 
“How can we make an image of the invisible One? How can we 

represent the features of that which is not like anything else? How 

can we represent that which has no quantity, no height, no limits? 

What form are we going to assign to that which is without form? 

What then do we do with the mystery? 

If you understood the incorporeal One became man for you, 

then it would be evident that you can make his human image. 

Since the invisible One became visible by taking on flesh, you 

can fashion the image of him whom you saw. Since He who has 

neither body, nor form nor quantity nor quality, who goes beyond 

all grandeur by the excellence of his nature, He, being of divine 

nature took the condition of a slave and reduced himself to 

quantity and quality by clothing himself in human features. 

Therefore, paint on wood and present for contemplation Him who 

desired to become visible” (St John of Damascus, On the Divine 

Images).  

And so we paint, or write, our icons, and present them for 

contemplation. We start by taking a piece of wood, or ply-wood. 

We seal it with rabbit-skin glue and cover it with a layer of fine 

cloth, which stabilises the wood and prevents subsequent layers of 

gesso (gilders whiting) from cracking or peeling. After at least 12 

layers have been applied, dried and sanded, we have a pure white 

smooth surface to work on. The design is then transferred and 

incised onto this, and then the painting process can begin. 

Firstly, the darker tones are applied. Then the lighter tints, 

sculpting, as it were, towards the light, layer by layer, and ending 

with pure white again in the final highlights.  

This process, which we might interpret as a metaphor for the 

triumph of light over darkness, on the visual level creates an effect 

of diffused light and luminous colour, which permeates the 

depicted images with that mysterious glow that seems to emanate 

from deep within the icon.  

It is a beautiful otherworldly light, a silent reminder that from 

this, our reality, full of haste and worries, we are given a glimpse 
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into another dimension, another mode of being, more serene, more 

spiritual; One that can, and will, inspire and comfort us – if we 

stop for a moment, and let our heart follow our gaze. 

These two icons of the Archangels Michael and Gabriel 

follow very closely Russian models, tradition and style, in an 

arrangement that is typical of the figures on an Iconostasis, or 

icon-screen. Michael and Gabriel are here depicted with slightly 

bowed heads, the movement and rhythm of the figures a 

characteristic of the Deesis, or prayer: The figures bow in respect 

and reverence, interceding to a higher Presence, the Mother of God 

or Christ, in their function as mediators between heaven and earth, 

divine and human. 

The gold of the background symbolises the uncreated light of 

God, the presence of the divine. The angels wear the type of 

clothing that highly ranked officers and attendants at the Byzantine 

court would wear and, like all angels in the Byzantine tradition, 

they have wings, halos and headbands, their curly hair a reminder 

of the Greco-Roman influence, adapted to Byzantine-Slavic 

spirituality. Their expressions are austere but gentle and full of 

wisdom, their figures majestic. In their hands they have long staffs, 

and each holds a transparent orb with the initials IC and XC, which 

are the first and last letters of Jesus Christ in Greek. The staff and 

the orb are attributes of angelic power and connection with the 

divine. 

Besides pure gold leaf (24 carat), I have used exclusively 

tempera on these icons. This is the ancient, traditional medium in 

which most icons were painted, or written, across the centuries. 

Tempera is one of the earliest types of painting known to man. The 

ancient Egyptians used it on their walls and mummy portraits (e.g. 

the Fayum portraits), and tempera wall paintings were also to be 

found in Babylon. Some of the old-masters used it too, either on 

walls or/and panels, Giotto, Botticelli and Fra Angelico among 

them. The method is to use egg-yolk mixed with water and vinegar 

or white wine, to form an emulsion in which the powdered 

pigments will be incorporated prior to being used on a (gessoed) 

surface. The pigments include various kinds of earths (sienna, 
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ochres), metals, (oxides, cadmium, lead) lampblack, even 

powdered bones (ivory black). On these icons I have also used the 

semi-precious stones cinnabar and azurite, finely ground, for the 

garments of the angels. Their wonderful, vibrant hues give power, 

solemnity and richness to the linear structure, at the same time 

keeping it elegant, harmonious and light. 

These icons were a joy and delight to write; they are very 

special to me. And if somehow I can share this with you, I can ask 

for no more. 

M.M. Guerreiro 

 

Sources: The Icon, E. Sendler 

  The Meaning of Icons, L. Ouspensky and V. Lossky 

  The Mystical Language of Icons, S. Ness 

  Icons, Divine Beauty, R. Temple. 

  

 

*****************************  

 

News from the Community 

 

Royal Visit to Pluscarden 
On Sunday 17 September 2017 Princess Michael of Kent, who is 

one of the Patrons of our South Range Appeal, attended Mass at 

Pluscarden. At the end of Mass she carried out a simple Act of 

Dedication of the stone which had recently been carried all the 

way from Val des Choux in Burgundy by our 1230 Pilgrims. This 

stone will be set, God willing, among the stones of our projected 

South Range building. A special slot had been drilled into the 

stone, and the Princess placed in it a Medal of St. Benedict. She 

then sealed in the Medal with cement. A practising Catholic, 

Princess Michael was happy to meet various members of the 

community, and to stay with her old friend Angelika Countess 

Cawdor at her Castle not far from the Monastery. 
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GNOSIS AND THE THEOCRATS FROM MARS 
 

This year our Pentecost Lectures were given by Francesca 

Murphy, professor of systematic theology at the University of 

Notre Dame and a long-time friend of our community. She read to 

us from a draft of her latest and very unusual book entitled Gnosis 

and the Theocrats from Mars, which is to be published by 

Bloomsbury in autumn 2018 as part of the series called 

“Illuminating Modernity” edited by Dr Murphy herself. The book 

consists of fifteen chapters of dizzying variety, in several different 

genres. A lot of it is taken up with theoretical musings, of various 

sorts, and historical sketches, but what binds it all together is the 

narrative part, the story. It's interesting that what at first glance 

seems least serious, most playful and funny, is not just a means of 

mind recreation, breathing space for the reader in preparation for 

the “real stuff”, but actually the core of the book. And “the rest is 

commentary”, as Rabbi Hillel once rightly observed. However, 

even the narrative core is not so easy to pin down: it’s definitely 

comedy and allegory, but maybe also in some ways science-

fiction, and there are bits of creatively rewritten myths, attempts at 

practical angelology… Labels do not matter in the end. 

The pre-history of pretty much everything in the book goes 

back to Prometheus. This great lover of humankind is portrayed as 

a combination of the character of Greek mythology and a half-

fallen angel. He suffers his terrible punishment for stealing fire – 

on Mars. However, let me begin with the immediate science-

fiction background: the Earth is attacked by Robots from Mars, but 

we offer little resistance; in fact the vast majority of humans 

welcome the invasion with open arms. We are “ready for it” and a 

large part of the theoretical commentary and most historical 

sketches are devoted to explaining why. The Robots bring peace 

and prosperity, an end to poverty and hunger and take control of 

the weather to prevent natural disasters. You name it, even the 

most ambitious goals of technological progress are achieved to 

overflowing. But still, it is a real invasion, so they take over the 

government of the planet, monitor all activities, quickly and 
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forcefully react to anything unusual. All they require is a bit of -  

worship. You only need to light a candle every now and then, be it 

half-heartedly or even purely out of duty. The Robots somehow 

draw energy from our acts of devotion. They divide the human 

race into three major categories and replace personal names with 

them, so instead of Jimmy McDonald, you would be either Gnosis 

(knowledge) or Pistis (faith) or Cult, plus a number. All named 

Gnosis used to be statesmen in the pre-invasion days, descended 

from kings and tribal chiefs of old and include the majority of 

scientists, managers and politicians. Their expertise is “practical 

anthropology”: in other words anything that works with humans, 

practical matters, how to make what you want actually happen. 

The second and the smallest group, descended from cave painters 

and prophets, consists of artists, craftsmen, humanists of all sorts. 

The Robots name them Pistis for they are the “true believers”. 

Finally all those named Cult used to be astronomers, priests and 

religious worshippers. They originally cared for the sacred and 

longed for eternity, but well before the invasion this got derailed 

and they became devotees of all kinds of things, followers of fads 

and fashions. Some of the major turning points in human history 

are explained in the book in terms of an imbalance between the 

three groups described above. In any case, the invasion brings it all 

to an end. 

The story itself begins in a bar somewhere in New York, and 

it’s a comedy. Our three heroes come from the three categories of 

humans. Cult 665 is the bartender. The official religion fails to 

satisfy his natural inclination for worship, he can’t find an outlet 

for it anywhere and so cuts a rather pathetic figure. He is an 

alcoholic full of erotic fantasies involving Robots; in fact he 

dreams of becoming one himself. Pistis 475 is a kind of a liberal 

Catholic, a niece of the last pre-invasion archbishop of New York, 

a very bright and arty woman. She belongs to the resistance 

against the Robots, but this resistance is so harmless, so inwardly 

divided, that the Robots simply ignore its little acts of defiance. 

Gnosis 777 is a scientist made redundant by the technological 

advances brought by the invaders. Along with others like him, he 
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is allowed by the Robots to re-enact scientific discoveries from the 

past. This gives him some satisfaction, but nowhere near enough. 

And yet, because the Robots beat him at his own game (their every 

act is supremely rational), he is unable to argue himself into any 

sort of resistance; he can’t even put his finger on what’s wrong. 

Our three fairly pathetic heroes live trapped in a humourless, 

passionless world of isolated individuals, glued to TV screens 

offering nothing but “misery pornography” (scenes of disaster, 

poverty, hunger and war coming from other planets, not ruled by 

the Robots). Strangely familiar? But in spite of this they end up 

liberating Prometheus, who in his turn liberates the Earth. And 

then Pistis marries Gnosis (fides et ratio!) at a ceremony presided 

by over by Cult, and they all live happily ever after. Spoiled the 

plot, have I? Not really, a comedy has to have a happy ending, this 

goes without saying. The fun part and the challenge is to try and 

follow the path leading to it. 

The story is set in motion by a seemingly innocent 

conversation in a bar. Right from the very beginning Robots were 

called Theocrats, the regime they established on Earth was a 

theocracy, and yet this theocracy wasn't religious somehow, in fact 

it “achieved a near planetary secularization”. How come? Is there a 

contradiction here? This is the theoretical heart of the book: how is 

it that these two seemingly opposing ideologies came together, and 

then descended on us and took away our freedom? Dr Murphy’s 

thinking around this issue is quite brilliant, definitely worth going 

into. She turns the tables on the reader twice: the first time by 

carefully elaborating the distinction between secularity and 

secularization (in terms of time and eternity, vis-à-vis the sacred), 

the second time by showing that the god behind every theocracy is 

in fact the state itself. Her argument takes on several literary 

forms; countless historical figures appear in passing; she presents 

it from many different angles; but it’s always persuasive and 

funny. There is no contradiction here at all. Secularization, “the 

lust for time without end”, seeks to desacralize everything, to 

eradicate any link with eternity. This creates a flat reality, safe but 

ultimately lacking in meaning and true freedom. There is no place 
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for tragedy or comedy in it; everything is drily serious to the point 

of boredom. Surely, we must stand up against it then? We’ve 

established who the enemy is, all we have to do now is fight, right? 

Stand on the side of God and his angels, facing secularization and 

all those evil people who push for it… Well, not really. In fact, not 

at all. Perhaps the most fundamental assumption lurking behind 

secularization is that God, eternity and the sacred exist on the same 

level and are opposed to the secular, locked in a “zero-sum game”. 

This is wrong. What we need to do (if we want the sacred back, 

and with it freedom, meaning, passion, tragedy, comedy) is to 

affirm and uphold true secularity. Did you see that coming? 

Francesca Murphy holds out Henri-Dominique Lacordaire here, a 

19
th

 century French Dominican friar and a staunch proponent of 

the separation between the church and the state. Though largely 

forgotten nowadays, she has him canonized at the end of the book. 

I feel obliged to mention one more thing, partly as an 

illustration to what was said above. Islam appears in passing here 

and there throughout the book, but it’s always significant. 

Francesca Murphy has Muslims fighting alone against the invasion 

from Mars. They are all mercilessly slaughtered in the process, but 

she calls this last Jihad “their finest hour”. Isn’t it strange? Islam is 

meant to be submission, and yet she has Muslims dying heroically 

in defence of freedom, while the supposedly freedom-loving West 

surrenders meekly. This caused some sabre-rattling during the 

lectures; some listeners were incensed by what looked like a bow 

to Islamist terrorism. But this only proved that they missed the 

point. Islam in fact plays an important role in the argument: it 

fights secularization precisely because it shares its most 

fundamental false assumption. This is a daring thought, which is of 

course directed at us Christians. The Catholic equivalent of this 

mistake also appears in the book, and it’s quite an eye-opener to 

realize that it is the equivalent. When a Catholic falls for believing 

in the opposition between the secular and the sacred, he negotiates 

a concordat. He carves out a space for himself and lives in 

splendid isolation. I’ll leave the reader with this thought. As for 

Islam, the issue is beautifully resolved later in the book. Cult 665, 
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one of our three heroes, has a vision of heaven. He sees “the Saints 

of all the ages, rocking the heavens with a rhythmic and raucous 

love song”, and among them all the Muslims slaughtered in the 

last battle against the Robots. They still “prostrated themselves and 

then raised their hands, bowed and rose, over and again rising and 

falling from their knees”, because that’s all they knew, but no 

longer as a sign of submission. In heaven it turned into “an ecstatic 

dance of carefree and gracious love” instead. 

 

DSP 

 

************************ 

 

News from the Community 

 

We had a good response to our advertised Monastic Experience 

Weekend this August. Shortly before it began we were expecting 

14 to come; at one point it looked as if it would be 17; but then, 

like Gideon's army, the numbers dwindled, and we landed up with 

6. We were however very happy with our 6, and they all seemed 

very happy with their weekend. We keep them all in our prayer, 

asking that their brief but intense monastic experience may bear 

good fruit in their lives, according to God's will, and for his glory. 

 

The Pluscarden community undertook its annual preached retreat 

this year from 14 - 21 October. Our preacher was Fr Roddy 

Johnston, long standing friend of the community, and currently 

Parish Priest in Stornoway on the Isle of Lewis. Fr Roddy is six 

foot six inches tall. Among many other interests, he is a Hebrew 

scholar, with a particular love for traditional Jewish “Midrashic” 

interpretation of Scripture. His conferences, at once lively and 

learned, were much appreciated by all. At the end of the retreat he 

conferred the Apostolic Blessing in Latin, Hebrew and Gaelic. 
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BOOK RECEIVED 
 

The Noonday Devil: Acedia, the unnamed evil of our times. 

By: Jean-Charles Nault, O.S.B., Abbot of Saint-Wandrille 

Trans: Michael J. Miller; Ignatius Press, San Francisco 2015 

ISBN 978-1-58617-939-7 

 

Illiad 22:70 
“Οὐ μέν μευ ζωοντος ἀκηδεις, ἀλλά θανόντος” 

“Sleeping so? Thou hast forgotten me, 

Akhilleus. Never was I uncared for 

in life but am in death. Accord me burial 

in all haste: let me pass the gates of death.” 

Trans. Robert Fitzgerald, Everyman Library vol 60 1992 

 

Psalm 90:6  
ἀπὸ πράγματος διαπορευομένου ἐν σκότει ἀπὸ συμπτώματος καὶ 

δαιμονίου μεσημβρινοῦ: of a deed that travels in darkness of 

mishap and the noonday demon. 

 

Summa Theologiae Ia2ae q3, a8 responsio:  
Dicendum quod ultima et perfecta beatitudo non potest esse nisi in 

visione divinae essentiae: There can be no complete and final 

happiness for us save in the vision of the Divine Essence. 

 

Taxonomy matters: when it comes to diseases, it at least helps to 

know what is wrong with you and to be able to put a name to it. 

But what happens if the malady does not seem to have a precise 

name? Or, though the disease may have been studied at some time 

or other, the information is in some obscure and not easily 

available source? Or, it seems to share symptoms with a number of 

other diseases which makes a clear diagnosis difficult, though we 

suspect we are actually suffering from a specific ailment. Though 

the name acedia may have disappeared, the disease has always 

been endemic, and perhaps because it has gone undiagnosed, it is 

more prevalent than we think. 
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The Noonday Devil is a series of conferences transcribed 

from recordings given at the Abbey of Sainte-Anne, Kergonan, 

Brittany, France. The basis of the book is Abbot Jean-Charles 

Nault’s doctoral thesis in theology entitled, “La saveur de Dieu: 

L’acedie dans le dynamisme de l’agir” (Published: Cogitatio Fidei 

248. Paris: Cerf, 2006.), which was gained at the Pontifical John 

Paul II Institute (at the Lateran University) and received from the 

then Cardinal Ratzinger the first Henri de Lubac Prize.  

The book consists of four parts: Part 1 is a survey of “eight 

evil thoughts” in Evagrius of Ponticus, the Desert Fathers and their 

Sayings which provide unsurpassed descriptions of acedia as well 

as practical and spiritual remedies for it. There follows a brief 

historical survey of acedia in some selected Patristic writers up to 

St Thomas. 

Part 2 is the theological heart of the book. It concentrates on a 

clear and enlightening exposition of the thought of St Thomas, 

drawing especially on Ia2ae of the Summa Theologiae and De 

Malo, which treats of human actions and moral doctrine and how 

acedia is a sin against the joy of charity in the very heart of 

activity. St Thomas formulates two complimentary definitions of 

acedia: “sadness about spiritual good” and “disgust (tedium) with 

activity”. A concise summary of the thought of St Thomas 

concludes with two questions: “How can it be that acedia 

disappeared totally from the theological and moral vocabulary? 

How can it be that no one speaks about it any more?” (p95). The 

next very interesting section deals with how this state of affairs 

came about; a process really set in motion by William of 

Ockham’s “revolutionary” concept of freedom (libertas 

indifferentiae). By the end of the 16
th

 century “the tragic separation 

between moral and spiritual theology” (p104) is complete. 

Spiritual theology becomes further divided into separate treatises 

on ascetical and mystical theology, the former of which is the 

concern of religious “who are the only ones called to perfection”, 

and the latter confined to the study of extraordinary states. The net 

result of this division: “morality becomes activity without the 
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Spirit, and spirituality becomes spirit without activity” (p104). 

Effectively, acedia disappears from moral theology and “is no 

longer situated at all within the context of action” (p105). When St 

Thomas’s two definition are forgotten “and you abandon the 

unified concept of Christian action in which the Holy Spirit and 

Christ are at the very heart of this action, you will see that the 

sadness [about spiritual good] becomes ‘melancholy’ and the 

paralysis of action [tedium] becomes ‘sloth’” (p105).  

However, the question remains that “although the notion of 

acedia has disappeared from theological and spiritual reflection, 

has it really disappeared from our lives?” (p105) 

Part 3 examines the relevance of acedia in Christian life. 

Acedia can appear “as a veritable disintegration of the human 

person” (p108) in the face of loss of meaning and the temptation to 

despair. It is then considered under aspects of two dimensions: 

spatial, pertaining to forms of instability and temporal, that is 

relating to duration. “Finally, the strategy to be deployed against 

the devil of acedia can be summarized in the phrase: joyful 

perseverance. This is perhaps the expression that best synthesizes 

the set of methods to be applied in fighting against acedia. One of 

the dangers of acedia is that it seems to be without any apparent 

cause. This is not sadness due a particular suffering, or the absence 

of a specific good. It is a drop in the soul’s potential, and involves 

the life of the Christian in terms of its own dynamism: it 

corresponds to a sort of blockage; a break in the search for God. In 

this sense we can say that it is the moral trial par excellence. 

Hence there is no well-defined strategy for the battle: everything 

can be summed up in this word: perseverance!” (p135) Acedia is 

opposed to “joy of heart” (gaudium) and hence “joy of heart” is 

also then the “unerring criterion” and “spiritual barometer” (p143) 

of progress in the battle against it. 

Part 4 applies the two dimensions of acedia to analyse and 

present the specific forms that acedia can assume in some different 

states of life. Dom Jean-Charles concentrates on monastic, priestly 

and married life and adds a few words about single people.  
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The Conclusion, which considers “The New Evangelization 

against Acedia”, opens with a reflection on John 4:6-7, the 

meeting of Our Lord with the Samaritan woman at the well at the 

sixth hour, that is at noonday! Dom Jean-Charles sees in the 

woman a “full blown case of acedia” (p197). This Gospel scene 

“presents to us a luminous path of conversion: from acedia is born 

the encounter with Christ; from that encounter, conversion is born; 

from conversion is born evangelization” (p198). Acedia seems to 

also have its social forms, especially in the secular world, and so 

every victory over it on an individual level is significant. 

This is an important work of reclamation. By bringing 

together the practical wisdom of Desert Fathers and the theological 

wisdom of St Thomas Dom Jean-Charles has produced a very 

useful handbook on acedia that is accessible in style and content 

and from which anyone who takes his spiritual life at all seriously 

can benefit. 

In a book filled with quotable quotes, perhaps this is an apt 

one to conclude this review: 

“Restore to me the joy of your salvation, and uphold me with 

a willing spirit (Psalm50/51:12). This is the prayer that must dwell 

in our hearts on days of acedia. It sums up perfectly our spiritual 

attitude when confronted by temptation. We are radically saved, 

restored to life with Christ: our sadness has definitively been 

changed into joy (cfJn 16:20). This gaudium resulting from the 

Resurrection of Christ is something we must show; we must 

witness to it. We are called to a marvelous work: to help others – 

to the meager extent that we can – to walk towards our perfect 

fulfillment in Christ” (p142-3).  
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